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What is plastic?
The  history of 
plastic

• The inventor of plastic is Leo 
Baekeland. He invented plastic in 
1917.

• What Is plastic made of?

• plastic is made of tiny beadsPlastic objects , toothbrush ,straws 
,crisp packets, plastic bottles, bags, 
book covers, nets,



What are the effects of using plastic ?

•When you litter or just throw a bit of plastic away 
it will find its way into the ocean. Out there one 
piece of plastic will harm a sea creature possibly 
even more .They also sadly get tangled in  plastic 
and die.If they eat plastic it will kill them 
because it makes them feel full when there not 
so they starve to death.



Micro plastic

• We send micro plastic into 
the oceans and the fish 
then eat the micro plastic 
the fish then get eaten by 
bigger fish the bigger fish 
then get eaten by tuna we 
then eat the tuna .So , we 
are basically eating micro 
plastic.



Garbage patch

• Tones of plastic we throw away ends up in a big hole of 
garbage this is from the companies that want to get rid of 
the rubbish. But when a storm comes the toxics  from the 
plastic creep out and effects the wildlife. And  animals 
sadly get tangled up in the plastic and die.     



Why do we use plastic ?

We use plastic 
because it is hard, 
strong and 
waterproof, it is 
brilliant for storing 
food but we don’t see 
the consequences.   



Peanut

• Peanut was discovered in 1993. 

• Peanut had a bit of plastic wrapped around him.

• The bit of plastic was there for so long that his shell formed into a 
peanut shape.



All about pollution.

• There are many sorts 
of plastic pollution 
sadly , its not only in 
the seas its on land 
where an animal could 
also mistake a bit of 
plastic for food.



What can we do to solve the problem?

• Litter picks.

• get rid of single use plastic.

• Recycle more.

• Stop littering. 

• Bring your own shopping bag. 

• Try to go 1day a week without 
using plastic.


